Please note that it doesn’t have to be a squirrel, it could be any beautiful creature of Allah.

ethical dilemma: if you have to grade a zionist students exam, do you still give them all their points even though they support your ethnic cleansing? like idk

   yes be a good ta

   free palestine! fail them

18 votes · Final results

like i agree but also too many of you want me to get fired
ppl be starting shit for the sake of starting shit. don’t underestimate me fam. if i can take on the university’s admin and still come out on top then why do some of these undergrads think they can come for me? please fuck off. i have better shit to do then get in this pettiness

y’all allah looking out for me. the majority of undergrads in chem here are white and i was blessed enough to be paired with a black woman to mentor who has good race analysis. didn’t get pinned with an israeli or some bitch white boy to have to share my knowledge with. alhamdulilah

we had an undergrad in lab who had been on birthright and had one of the street signs to tel aviv on her laptop. it stabbed me every time she opened it. if i had been paired to one of them or one of these conceited white boys i would have lost it.

alhamdulilah for the opportunity to give to students who actually deserve it